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TELL THE STORY
Choose these activities to help you reinforce the story we have just learnt about.

Story Teller Video 
I really enjoyed this retelling of the story of
Moses and the Red Sea from Cross Road Kids.

Superbook Video
Enjoy this full episode from Superbooks retelling
the story of Moses, these are the videos we
often use in Children's Church.  Check it out here.

GET ACTIVE
Choose these activities if your child enjoys physical activities  & games.

Plagues Bean Bag Targets
Print out this picture of the ten plagues or draw
your own.  Then spread them around the room
and see how many you can hit with bean bags
or balls.

Red Sea Water Relay
Get a bowl of water one side of the room and
an empty bowl the other, see how quickly you
can transfer all the water from the full bowl to
the empty one.  Time yourself or race a sibling.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nusOFSAzNYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H98zaq803Tg
https://biblepathwayadventures.com/activities/ten-plagues-egypt/


HANDS ON
Choose these activities if your child enjoys getting creative and constructing things.

Part The Red Sea Experiment
Check out the instructions in this video from
Michael Aicken (it's pepper not salt).  Can you
recreate your own parting of the Red Sea?

Making Dry Land Experiment
Check out this science experiment from Mocomi
Kids where the water is sucked off the plate into
the glass.  Not quite like parting the Red Sea, but
why not tell the story again as you do the
experiment!

CRAFTY
Choose these activities if your child loves to cut, stick, sprinkle glitter and create!

Exodus Hidden Journey
The Israelities  wandered in the wilderness for
many years.  Draw your hidden map of their
travels then get someone else to paint over it
and reveal their journey, full instructions at
Flame Creative Ministries.

Parting Red Sea Papercraft
You can be as simple or creative as you like with
this papercraft idea from Meaningful Mama,
draw as many hidden fish as you like then get
someone to spot them!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NX_KDAt1Jk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyy_lup0F4c
http://flamecreativekids.blogspot.com/2015/07/the-exodus-hidden-journey-painting.html
https://meaningfulmama.com/red-sea-craft-awana-cubbies-bear-hug-9.html


GO DEEPER
Choose these activities to help your child dig deeper into the Bible &  pray.

Bible Study
Read or have read to you Exodus Chapter 15:1-
21.  This is how Moses and the Israelites
celebrate when they'd crossed the Red Sea! 
 List out some of the characteristics of God
described here & thank God for them.

Post It Prayers
As a family think about some people that you'd
like to pray for this week.  Write their names on
post-it notes and stick them to your fridge to
remind you.

PRINTABLES
Choose these activities if your child loves to sit, colour and do printable activities.

Colouring Sheet
I hope you enjoy this colouring sheet from Super
Colouring

Activities Pack For Under 5's
The activities pack from True Way Kids is full of
activities, games and colouring sheets for the
under 5's and worth checking out.

http://www.supercoloring.com/coloring-pages/israelites-cross-the-red-sea
https://truewaykids.com/the-red-sea/

